
Hi, my name is Stephanie Crowe, and I'm the Political Science Librarian at UNCW. In this tutorial, we're 
going to talk about some strategies to use for doing research in political science. Remember that every 
topic is unique, so this is just a starting point, and I am always available if you need more focused 
research assistance! 

Once you have a research topic in mind, one of the first things you will want to do is a review of the 
literature to see what has already been written about your topic. Depending on your class, you might be 
asked to develop an annotated bibliography or literature review that contains references to these 
articles. This process will show that you know where your research fits into the scholarly conversation 
about your topic.  

There are several ways to find literature on your topic. You might have used Google Scholar or the main 
library search box for assignments for previous classes. While these are both good resources, it can be 
even more useful to search in a database that is specific to political science because they will do a better 
job of providing articles written from the perspective of your field. 

To find databases in navigate to the library home page, go to “Find & Research,” “Subject & Course 
Guides,” and choose Public and International Affairs.  

This page lists the recommended databases that are relevant, roughly in order from most to least 
relevant.  

Once you choose a database, there are various strategies for searching it effectively. I'm going to use 
this Political Science Database as my example here. Although other databases will look different and 
even have some different terminology, these strategies should generally work across databases.  

To get started, let's go with the sample topic of youth voter turnout. 

In each box of the advanced search, you'll want to put in a single concept from your research topic. For 
our topic, you would enter youth and “voter turnout” in separate boxes. 

Notice that we put "voter turnout” in quotation marks because those ideas have more than one word.  

[ On screen text says “Why should you use " " around multiple words? Click to learn.” and links 
to library.uncw.edu/resources/using_quotation_marks_searches ] 

If we search now, we get a good number of results, but I bet we can find more. 

To help the database find the most articles, we'll want to use related terms. For example, terms related 
youth might be teens, teenagers, and adolescents. 

 “Voter turnout” is related to “voter behavior” and “voter participation” 

You may come up with more related terms when you are further along in your research 

Enter the related terms in each box with OR in between them. 

[ On screen text says “Why should I use OR in between them? Click to learn” and links to 
library.uncw.edu/resources/broaden_your_search_or ] 

https://library.uncw.edu/resources/using_quotation_marks_searches
https://library.uncw.edu/resources/broaden_your_search_or


Also notice that you can change the drop-down box next to your keywords. Using this drop-down box, 
you could use to limit your search just to the article abstracts. This can make your results more relevant.  

 [ On screen text says “abstract = a concise summary of the article” ] 
 

To make the results even more relevant than that, we can use the filters located along the left-hand side 
of the results to narrow our search. 

Often users will want to limit results to publications within a certain time and to those published in a 
peer-reviewed scholarly journal.  Different databases will have a variety of different filters that you can 
use to refine your results even more. 

By the way, if you want to return to your search later, you can click Save search/alert and then "Get 
search link." 

Often you will see a link to the full text of the article. If the full text isn’t available, just click "Get it from 
UNCW." One of three things will happen. 

1) You may be told that the item is not available. In this case, just click "request through 
interlibrary loan," and Randall Library will try to get it from another library at no cost to you. 

2) You may be directed to an entry like this, that says the article is available in print at Randall 
library. Just ask a librarian for help retrieving it!   

 [ On screen text says “How can I get help from a librarian?” and links to 
library.uncw.edu/ask ] 

3) You may be taken directly to the article, which will usually be available as a downloadable 
.pdf. 

If you find a good, relevant article when searching, you can actually use it to find even more sources. 
Many databases will include suggested “related articles,” but these are generated by a computer. You 
should also look at the literature review of the article, in which the author should outline the most 
relevant and significant articles in their field. If they mention an article that seems useful, use the 
article’s bibliography to get all the information you need to track down the article (a librarian will be 
glad to help!) 

 [ On screen text says “How can I get help from a librarian?” and links to library.uncw.edu/ask ] 

If you aren't finding what you are looking for consider various search strategies and related topics.  

Also, the research guide will have numerous other recommended databases that you can use.  

It also has my contact information if you have questions.  If you need immediate assistance, you can also 
chat live with a UNCW librarian. 

Remember, I am always happy to help you with your research, so please feel free to reach out! 

https://library.uncw.edu/ask
https://library.uncw.edu/ask

